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Message from the Director, 
Bandaranaike Centre for International Studies 

The Emerging Scholars Symposium (ESS) 
represents the efforts of BCIS to create an 
alternative space for young and emerging 
scholars from Sri Lanka and the region to 
present their research. BCIS attempts to 
provide a platform for researchers from 
various sectors, not just those confined to the 
University system, to present their findings. 
The ESS is becoming an alternative research 

forum that has attracted scholars from diverse areas of academic disciplines.

It has been a decade since the global financial crisis, and its effects have far 
reaching impacts from altering geopolitical alignments and challenging US 
dominance in global affairs, to unleashing a massive disruption on the 
mechanisms and systems of global governance. Major victims of these 
disruptions are the liberal order, liberal institutions and political systems of 
democratic governance, especially the recession of democratic values and 
principles. Such erosions have taken a toll on academic institutions. Populist 
political movements are challenging the very essence of truth, and truth is 
apparently no longer relevant in political debates.

Such transformations are influencing dynamics of global affairs across 
multiple sectors, with academics and academic institutions that function as 
knowledge seekers and knowledge producers under immense stress as 
societies tend to be post factual. Yet knowledge driven societies where policy 
decisions are made on actual research are vital in surviving and transcending 
these challenges. Thus encouraging young scholars to engage in research and 
not be discouraged by the general events of the time are responsibilities of any 
educational establishment.

The BCIS is situated in a unique space in the education sector in Sri Lanka and 
in the region, as an International Relations study and research establishment, 
which creates a unique intellectual space for engagement. 



Organizing the ESS at this juncture is a responsibility, much more than at any 
other time in the history of the country as well as the global society.

I congratulate and encourage all the young scholars who are participating and 
commend my own team of young scholars who are doing a fine job of keeping 
the ESS alive for the second year since its inception in 2017.

Dr. Harinda Vidanage
Director/ Bandaranaike Centre for International Studies 
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   Session I - Strategizing  Diplomacy - Ref No.01

Strategic Use of Medical Diplomacy to Gain Symbolic Capital; 

the Cuban experience and Implications for Sri Lanka

Raveen Lekamwasam
Undergraduate, Faculty of Medicine, University of Colombo

rclekamwasam@gmail.com
 

In the context of International relations, only a few countries are capable of 
using the conventional hard powers such as military and economic in 
influencing the global political environment. The majority of the remaining 
countries have to rely on niche strategies such as niche diplomacy related to 
soft power to gain the strategic influence. 

Symbolic capital can be referred to as the resources available to an individual 
on the basis of honor, prestige or recognition, and which serves as a value that 
one holds within a culture. This capital is accumulated by providing social 
obligations and services. Symbolic capital can be converted into leverage 
which can be used to gain advantages within the geo-political arena 
(Bourdieu, 1984).

Medical diplomacy took root in Cuba in the backdrop of assisting fellow 
communist countries and spreading communist ideology during the final 
stages of the Cuban revolution. However, it can be witnessed that medical 
diplomacy in Cuba had grown into a diplomatic strategy which has extended 
beyond its original mandate. Strengthened by one of South America's best 
education systems and medical education infrastructure, Cuba has supplied 
more than 4,000 doctors to Brazil last year alone and took a lead role in 
mitigating the Ebola crisis (BBC, 2014).

This has allowed Cuba which was facing criticism due to an authoritarian 
governance to regain its standing within the international community, to gain 
aid and influence the geo-political environment. After the end of Sri Lanka's 
war, there have been allegations by the international community on human 
rights violations during the war. As a result, since 2009, Sri Lanka has been in a 
process of attempting to regain its stature within the international community, 
and it can be argued that the country is in need of symbolic capital. 
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 Therefore, the objective of this paper is to examine the possibility of using the 
concept of medical diplomacy as a soft power strategy in order to gain 
symbolic capital in Sri Lanka by using Cuba's use of Medical diplomacy as a 
model.  The paper examines the viability of health diplomacy as a strategy to 
improve Sri Lanka's symbolic capital and regain its position within the global 
community. 

The paper looks into the following research questions; what were the Health 
diplomacy strategies used by Cuba? How effective were those strategies in 
gaining the symbolic capital? Can these strategies be used in Sri Lanka in 
order to gain symbolic capital? The research was based on secondary data 
obtained through academic journals, academic articles and newspaper 
articles. 

The research findings proved that the availability of a good education system 
in all primary, secondary and tertiary levels, good clinical component in the 
medical education system along with a sustainable government policy has 
been key four key factors which enabled Cuba's medical diplomacy program. 
The first  of the key factor was the political  will  and  vision  to  focus  on  
health  as  a  basic  human  right  and a responsibility  of  the  state. The second 
factor was designation of the improvement of the health indicators as a 
priority. Third factor was the implementation of the universal health care and 
the fourth factor is the overproduction of doctors. 

The paper concludes that Cuba's health diplomacy has become a success with 
over 10,000 doctors serving in 70 countries. WHO has recognized the value of 
Cuba and has given the country sizeable bargaining power within the 
international platform. Health diplomacy also has contributed support to Cuba 
and rebuke the United States in the United Nations General Assembly where 
for 16 consecutive years members voted overwhelmingly in favor of lifting 
the US embargo against Cuba. 

The research findings further identifies Sri Lanka as a country which is in need 
of symbolic capital and that Sri Lanka is in possession of all four main key 
factors used by Cuba in order to create health diplomacy. The inability to 
produce doctors with the expressed motive of embarking on health diplomacy, 
the inability to train doctors to work in the realm of health diplomacy and the 
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lack of government policy and vision were identified as weaknesses, which 
will give Sri Lanka poor leverage in the domain of the health sector. Thereby, 
the paper concludes that health diplomacy is not a viable strategy for Sri Lanka 
to gain symbolic capital.  

                     

Keywords: Medical-diplomacy, Symbolic-capital, Cuba, Sri Lanka, 

                   Soft power 
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   Session I - Strategizing  Diplomacy - Ref No.02

Advancing World Peace through Sports Diplomacy 

Lakna Illangakoon 
National Sponsorship Coordinator and Institutional Partnership 

Development Focal Point, SOS Children Village Sri Lanka

lakname@hotmail.com

Sports is a powerful universal language which transcends borders of race, 
language, and age. Competition, teamwork and fair play not only bring 
audiences together, but also create the opportunity for engagement between 
states. Thereby, sports are an important tool which can be used for 
international collaboration. The art of using sports in this manner is called 
sports diplomacy and it is part of soft power. Sports have been used as a 
catalyst to spread ideology, promote colonization. For instance, the East India 
Company and the British Crown dominated the political and economic life of 
the Indian subcontinent for centuries, and thereby, cricket, a sport of the 
British took root deeply in South Asia. As a result of this, even to date, many 
South Asian countries give priority to Cricket over their native and traditional 
sports, such as  Kabbadi in India, Buzkashi in Afghanistan and Angampora in 
Sri Lanka.  

It can be argued that Sports diplomacy has been in practise since the ancient 
Greece Olympics in 776 B. C. E, in which every 4 years before the games 
began, heralds visited Greek city-states to announce a “truce” so that athletes 
and spectators could travel safely. Some Greek leaders took advantage of the 
truce to negotiate treaties during the games (Martens, M. et.al, 2005). After the 
Greek Olympics was banned by the Roman Emperor Theodosius in 394 C. E, 
it was retrieved as modern day Olympic Games to promote friendship and 
peaceful competition among 14 nations in 1896 by the French Baron, Pierre de 
Coubertin. 

However, the term, 'sports diplomacy' came in to existence in 2011, and it was 
instigated by a group of researchers in Diplomacy and International Sport, 
Stuart Murray (Bond University), Geoffrey Allen Pigman (University of 
Pretoria) and J. Simon Rofe (SOAS, University of London). 
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At present, the importance of international sports has surpassed its traditional 
role of manifesting the physical prowess of sportsmen and sportswomen of  
individual states. The industry is perceived as a space which is able to create 
and strengthen diplomatic relationships among the participating nations. This 
power embedded in sports is evident in the fact that an Olympic game is able to 
assemble leaders six times more than a G20 summit, providing a unique 
platform for multilateral dialogues. 

Sports Diplomacy extends to dimensions such as hosting international games, 
which provides opportunity to display tradition and culture of a nation, 
develop tangible and intangible finances, and advance the economy of state 
and non-state actors. While on one hand, athletic competitions between two 
countries could increase goodwill and communication, and release tension, on 
the other hand, boycotting a sports event is a non-violent mechanism of 
expressing dissatisfaction. Sports Diplomacy further facilitates political 
objectives by creating exchange programmes and using sports icons as 
ambassadors. 

States use sports as a tool to brand and rebrand nations (South Africa FIFA 
2010), enhance the existing (Commonwealth Games) and extend new 
diplomatic relations (Ping Pong diplomacy in 1970's). Modern diplomacy is 
no longer an individual act by the state. Hence, Sports Diplomacy has steered 
cooperation with states and a range of non-state actors. As a result, 
International Sporting Organizations, International Organizations and 
Sponsors have become key stakeholders.

In light of this shift, the United Nations established United Nations Office on 
Sport for Development and Peace (UNOSDP) in 2001 and in August 2013 

th
proclaimed April 6  of each year as the International Day of Sport for 
Development and Peace. Furthermore, sports were included into the 
Millennium Development Goals (8 goals) and Sustainable Development 
Goals in 2030 (17 goals). Furthermore, United Nations High Commissioner 
for Refugees (UNHCR) and International Olympic Committee established 
Olympic Refugee Foundation in 2017 to create safe sport facilities and to 
develop sports activities for refugees. 

South Asian region remains diverse, with a core of three heavyweight 
economies - India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh - surrounded by smaller ones   
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with its own peculiarities and unique development path. As a region of rising 
power, the diplomatic engagement is not inconsequential. Academia and 
world leaders have highlighted successful diplomatic engagement through  
sports diplomacy. However there is limited understanding in the engagement 
of non-state actors in the field extending diplomatic relations among South 
Asian countries. 

Drawing qualitative data through books, articles and web sources, this study 
aims to focus on the relevance of sports diplomacy in strengthening state 
relations in the South Asian Region. Research problem of this study is to 
analyse why South Asian region has been unable to strengthen diplomatic 
relations through non-state actors in the field of sports diplomacy. In doing so 
the paper makes an attempt to address the following research questions:  the 
present contribution and limitations in the field of sports diplomacy by non-
state actors in the region and foresee the development when non-state actors 
play an active role in the field. The main objective of the paper is to fill the gap 
for stagnated foreign relations via non-state actors in the field of sports 
diplomacy to enhance friendly relations in South Asia as a region. 

Keywords: Morden diplomacy, Sports diplomacy, Non-state actors, 
                    South Asia    
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  Session I - Strategizing  Diplomacy - Ref  No.03

Soft Power Diplomacy: China's Global Influence in the Film Industry

  
Preethi Amaresh
Research Associate

Aram Institute for Indian Civil Services, Chennai, India.

preethiamaresh@gmail.com

In 2012, Chua, a Singaporean Scholar coined the term “Soft Power 
Competition” defining the manner in which East-Asian countries use popular 
culture to gain a presence or influence in other countries. 'China' in addition to 
being the world's second largest economy has also made an impact on the 
entertainment industry. Cinema which was introduced to China in the year 
1896, is now perceived as the tool which established Chinese influence all 
over the world. It can be stated that the transformation of a country from that of 
a mere economic power to a world power, required the 'soft power', and in this 
case, the cinema. The film industry in China continued to develop after 1945 
until the Cultural Revolution. During this revolution, a number of top 
filmmakers were exiled and made to work as laborers in re-education camps. 
This almost spelled the end of the Chinese-film industry. China opened to the 
world in the 1980s, and within this context, the concept of liberalization was 
the mantra, which also had an impact on the Chinese film industry. Fifth 
Generation Chinese filmmakers who had graduated from the Beijing film 
industry spread the popularity of Chinese Cinema abroad. Since the late 1980s 
and progressively during the 2000s, Chinese films have enjoyed considerable 
box office success abroad.  China has the second largest movie box office in 
the world. It can be stated that Hollywood film producers had understood the 
rising importance of the Chinese economic power and had modelled their 
movies to suit the Chinese market and censors. 

On the other hand, China has also considered Hollywood as a partner to forge a 
fruitful and creative collaboration within the domain of cinema. At present, 
China has more cinema screens than in the USA, and its movie ticket sales is 
second only to the U.S, making it the largest movie market in the world. 

The three ways that the U.S. has created links with the Chinese market is  
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through Revenue sharing, Co-producing and paying a flat fee. The most 
common method out of these is revenue sharing where the U.S. studio gets 
25% of the revenue where only 34 films per year are allowed. The Hollywood 
is taking a number of steps to overcome this discriminatory 34 films restriction 
by co-producing and partnering with the Chinese production houses. It is 
considered that the winning formula is combining Hollywood and China. In 
order to achieve this, one needs to understand the Chinese culture and its 
sensitivities. China's box office weight has already affected the Hollywood 
film genre. It can be stated that the Hollywood is attempting to please the 
Chinese as part of the Hollywood formula. As China continues its 
urbanization, with an increase of shopping malls and income, film market is 
likely to maintain a fast growth rate over the next 10 years. Currently the 
Indian Bollywood is also considering collaboration with its Chinese 
counterparts, and it can be argued that the shared cultural values and history of 
the two countries has potential to increase the cinema market. 

The Chinese movie industry-the Chinawood has the potential to stand on its 
own, like its home grown technological sector counterparts, such as Alibaba 
and Tencent, and there is also an increase in on-line streaming of movies due to 
the massive penetration of Internet in China. Hence, the impact of 'soft power' 
of movies and entertainment industry is a fascinating subject, and offers a 
wide scope to engage and study. With the success of Chinese co-production in 
Oscars 2018 and the Qingdao Movie Metropolis joining the BRI in 2018, this 
paper examines the ways in which China uses this soft power tool to influence 
the world. Using qualitative data, the paper seeks to address the existing 
literature gap in the study of impact of China's soft power diplomacy in the 
film industry.   

Keywords: Soft power competition, Belt and Road Initiative, Qingdao Movie 

                    Studio, Silk Road, Cultural industries   
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Session I - Future Challenges - Ref No. 04

Digital Democracy in Sri Lanka: A Silent Transition

Maathumai Paranthaman 
Undergraduate, BA in Social Sciences, the Open University of Sri Lanka

maathu09@gmail.com 

This research paper outlined the new form of democracy that the present world 
faces which has been termed as Digital Democracy, with a special focus on the 
2015 General Elections and the Local Government Elections in 2018 in Sri 
Lanka. Within the present context, stronger civil society participation in 
government making is a marked feature of democracy, and today's digitalized 
lifestyle has provoked NGO's progressive clergy, framework of political 
debates, presenting demands and priorities to candidates and the shaping the 
manifesto and election propagandas. At the same time the unprecedented use 
of new media such as mobile phones, social media, and politically guided 
pages questions of validity of the information flowed. Since media is 
considered as the fourth estate of the government along with executive, 
legislative and judiciary they “watchdog” the government on behalf of the 
civil society, the unprecedented new sources of information a huge threat 
especially when it comes to sensitive issues like ethnic harmony and ethnic 
conflicts. 

Digital democracy can be simply defined as the participation of democracy 
through the use of ICT (Information Communication Technology) or CMC 
(Computer Mediated Communication). Virtual democracy, tele-democracy, 
electronic democracy and cyber democracy are some of the synonyms for 
digital democracy which are widely used, however they share the same 
concept (Sha, 2010).  Although ICT and CMC contribute to promote 
democracy, it can be questioned which forms and processes are genuinely 
promoting conceptual forms of practical democracy. 

According to John Keane (Dijk, 2000) the micro-level democratic 
communication through a digitalized world can have positive effects such as 
the ability to gather documents about politics and governments with more  
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effect, join political discussions, organize political activities and contribute 
towards policy making by navigating the World Wide Web. However, there 
are counter-arguments (Meegaswatta, 2016) that strongly emphasize the 
manner in which the emerging digital democracy is divergent to the manner in 
which the traditional democracies are conceptualized. 

Within the Sri Lankan context, the emerging digital democracy has created 
some notable silent transitions which the paper has discussed elaborately. The 
transitions include the increase of speed in providing information (informed 
citizen), the lessening of the apathy, shyness and disability in participating in 
political debate, an increase of discussion among groups with same political 
mindsets, increase of multiple voices within the political agendas and the 
increase of the space for political marketing research. 

A critical analysis based on whether the emergence of civil awareness through 
digitalization can succeed in improving the quality of democracy is also given 
prominence in the research. The paper further discusses the manner in which 
the civil engagement, participation, transparency, accountability, and 
overcoming the traditional boundaries of time and space reduce the barriers of 
representative democracy. 

The study mainly recorded the public perspectives on emerging digital 
democracy while overlapping the new internationally trending digital 
democracy theories. The mixed methodologies were used to identify the 
behaviors of netizens throughout the elections. Although Facebook has been 
taken as a primary platform to conduct the research, other social media 
platforms such as, blogs, twitter and youtube were also given considerable 
importance. The research also focused on the manner in which universal adult 
franchise is now extended to cyberspace and the manner it has created 
immense changes in political advocacies, governance, campaigning and a 
conflict of interest between freedom of expression and the political accuracy 
in cyber space. 

Keywords: Democracy, Digital Democracy, Cyber Space, Social Media,       
                    Civic Participation
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Session I - Future Challenges - Ref No. 05

Non-Kinetic Air Power: A Tool in Balancing  Power between Nations

TME Mutaliph
Squadron Leader, Sri Lanka Air Force

emutaliph@hotmail.com

� � � �
In 1921, United States Air Service sunk the captured German battleship 
'Ostrfriesland' and it could be argued that it changed the spectrum of conflict 
from a land-dominated warfare to an air- dominated conflict. Although aircraft 
were primarily used for observation and reconnaissance, the advantage of 
employing them as offensive weapons soon became apparent. Aircraft created 
the opportunity of ending a static and defensive warfare by carrying the 
offensive to the enemy homeland. Thus the concept of 'Air Power' was brought 

thin to the context of warfare. During the early 20  century, pioneer Air Power 
theorists such as Guilio Douhet, Hugh Trenchard, and Billy Mitchell, added 
novel significance to the concept of Air Power and highlighted the ability to 
use it as a tactical weapon and a strategic weapon which could influence the 
course of action in warfare. 

‘Air Power' is defined by the British Air and Space Power doctrine as “e 
ability to project power from the air and space to in�uence the behaviour of 
people or the course of events (British Air and Space Power Doctrine, p.14). 
erefore, air power can be defined as the ability of any flying machine to 
influence the behaviour of people and course of events. 

The main characteristics of Air Power defined according to the Basic Doctrine 
of the Indian Air Force are flexibility, mobility, ability to respond quickly, its 
ability to create a shock effect after an air attack, ability to unite all force for an 
attack, ability to create an offensive force and the ability to reach a target or 
destination within a short period of time. On the other hand, air power consists 
following limitations; requirement of resources for sustenance, 
impermanence, limited payload, fragility, high cost, support of an air base, and 
dependence on weather. 

Apart from the above limitations, 'Political Constrain' is noted as a limitation 

of Air power.. It is stated that: political constraints on the use of air power can 

only curtail its effectiveness and make it counterproductive (Basic Doctrine of
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the Indian Air Force, p.22). However, the effective employment of Air Power, 
could force to change the behaviour of the adversary and convert the limitation 
to strength. This employment could be by physical destruction or threatening 
to use force.

The concept of air power is not limited to its ability to destroy infrastructure 
and kill humans. The non-physical activity of air power; such as building air 
bases, the action of purchasing aircraft and carrying out war games to deter the 
threat of a state or non-state actor are also important factors of air power since 
the use of such non-kinetic air power could influence the behaviour of a rival 
state.

Instances in which non-kinetic air power was used can be seen in the 
deployment of United States nuclear missiles in Turkey and Italy, provoking 
the Soviet Union (USSR) to deploy its own nuclear missiles in Cuba. The USA 
had to blockade further missiles reaching Cuba and carryout financial 
sanctions against Cuba. The fact that the mere threat of nuclear arsenal in close 
proximity, influenced the behaviour of USSR as well as USA, could be seen as 
an instance where non-kinetic use of air power influenced the behavior of the 
state.

According to CNN, China has carried out anti-air drills in the month of July 
2018 after two US B-52 bomber aircraft (capable of carrying nuclear) had 
flown on 5 June 2018, 20 miles away from the artificial Islands made by China 
in the South China Sea. Thereby challenging China's claims of sovereignty 
over artificial islands. These anti-air drills provoked USA and thereby 
disinvited China from the 2018 Rim of the Pacific (RIMPAC) Exercise, the 
world's largest maritime exercise, which includes 25 nations. 

This study is based primarily on secondary sources of data and uses qualitative 
approaches for analysis and is based on two theoretical approaches of Carl 
Von Clausewitz and Hans Morgenthau. Clausewitz's concept of the 
“remarkable trinity” of war asserts that support from the three elements; the 
people, the government and the military must be in balance of any nation to 
successfully prosecute war, and further he states that “The political object is 
the original motive for the war.” Therefore, it is understood that nations fight 
for power and thus Hans Morgenthau's theory on Balance of Power could be 
used to understand the need for power. Hans Morgenthau states that; there are 
four methods of balancing power; Divide and Rule, Territorial composition, 
Armaments, Alliances. Under Armaments, Hans Morgenthau states that “The 
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principle means, however, by which a nation endeavors with the power at its 
disposal to maintain or re-establish the balance of power are armaments.” 
Hence, the research problems would be whether kinetic air power would be a 
factor to balance the power between nations and would non-kinetic air power 
also be a contributing factor to change the behaviour of rival nations. Hence 
the objectives would be to study the past actions of nations in employing air 
power as a non-kinetic force and the change of balance of power between 
nations.

 
Keywords: Air power, Third Dimension, Total war, Deterrence
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Session I - Future Challenges - Ref No. 06

A legal perspective on Prevention of Environmental Pollution 

by Space Debris 

Sarani Hirimuthugoda

Undergraduate, Faculty of Law, General Sir John Kotelawala Defense University

saranihirimuthugoda@gmail.com

According to Dr. Lewis, “Tackling the Problem of space debris is one of 
humankind's greatest environmental challenges, but it is also perhaps the one 
that is least known.” (Year?) Engaging in space fairing activities for more than 
sixty years has resulted in a massive amount of orbital debris around the 
atmosphere of the Earth. Moreover, this situation gets worse with the 
increasing number of space launches every year. This provides evidence to 
what Dr. Lewis mentioned 'Radowitz, Space junk is 'one of humankind's 
greatest environmental challenges' - and could hinder future space travel' (UK 
Mirror, 2016). Space debris had become the greatest environmental challenge 
and one of the least known challenges to the world. The increase of space 
debris can lead to a variety of problems, such as the crashing of the orbital 
debris on the Earth surface. In the course of re-entry of orbital debris, most of 
the small debris burn in the atmosphere. However, there is a complicated 
situation with the larger debris. Larger debris does not burn completely in the 
atmosphere. Consequently large debris falls into the surface of the Earth 
(Cemetry, graveyard or burning in the sky: How Spacecraft meet their end, 
2017). In addition, some debris fall into the “Point Nemo” of the Pacific 
Ocean. These crashes have the ability to pollute the global environment. 
Moreover, the debris which crash into “Point Nemo,” can float to other parts of 
the world through oceanic waters, due to the ocean current; instead of been 
deposited at the “Point Nemo.” Accordingly, the environmental pollution that 
is caused through this debris to the Earth surface needs to be urgently attended.

The objective of this study is to examine whether the existing international 
legal regime is effective in making the spacefaring countries responsible for 
the global environmental pollution that cause collisions of the orbital 
debris.into the surface of the Earth.  
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This study is a library research comprising of secondary data gathered from 
textbooks, online journals, and international works. In addition to the above-
mentioned details, a “fictional case” has been applied to reinforce the 
argument. The study discusses the feasibility of the existing international legal 
regime in making the state responsible for the global environmental pollution 
caused through crash of space debris to the Earth.  Chatterjee states that it is 
important to clarify whether “Space Object” includes the “Space Debris” 
(2014). Thereby, the definition of the terms “Space Debris,” “Space Object,” 
and “Damage” in the Convention on International Liability for Damages 
caused by Space Object have also been subjected to discussion. Furthermore, 
the term “Damage” does not directly address the environmental pollution 
cause of the Earth's surface through a crash of space debris. In this context the 
damage caused to the Earth can be identified as environmental pollution. 
Space Debris Mitigation Guidelines are the laws that govern space debris. 
However, since these guidelines are precautionary, a country cannot be made 
responsible for non-compliance. Moreover, other international concepts such 
as state responsibility had been taken in to discussion in relation to the 
responsibility of the state to protect the environment of the Earth from orbital 
debris polluting. 

The findings of this study, have revealed that the available international legal 
regime is vague and cannot be effectively applied to make the states 
responsible for the global environmental pollution caused by a crash of space 
debris. Therefore, the study concludes that the attempt to maintain good 
environmental governance by controlling the global environmental pollution 
that affects the Earth's surface from space debris, is an impossible goal. 
Consequently, the study recommends the need of an effective international 
legal regime which emphasize on a more comprehensive State responsibility 
to govern space debris.

Keywords: Space Debris, Global Environmental Pollution, Space Object, 

                  International Legal Regime, Mitigation Guidelines
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Session I - Challenges of State Building  - Ref No. 07

The Kokang Conflict and Myanmar's Peace Process 

Examining China's Role as a Mediator

Ramya P.S
PhD Candidate, South Asian University (SAU)

ramya.panuganty@gmail.com

In 2011, Myanmar/Burma was given credit for moving towards a democratic 
governance after almost five decades of military rule. The armed forces, called 
as the Tatmadaw has dominated the state-building process in Myanmar and 
prior to 2011 it was identified as one of the most enduring military regimes in 
the world.

Myanmar's centre-periphery conflict involves the domination of the 
majoritarian Bamar ethnic group at the centre while, several ethnicities such 
as the Kachins, Shans, Karens, Chins, etc. are located at the periphery. The 
centre-periphery divide is reflective in the historical isolation of the periphery 
by the centre. The divide and rule policy during the colonial era of British rule, 
compounded the fissures between the minority ethnic groups and the Bamar 
majority (Nakanishi, 2013). These fractures run deep and conflict has waged 
for sixty years and can be seen to continue. The complexity in the centre-
periphery dynamics is pronounced by the spurious claims of the Tatmadaw, 
that Myanmar is home to '135 national races' (Lintner, 2017). 

In light of the existing complications plaguing the peace initiative, the paper 
will focus on a specific conflict confined to the region of Kokang. This is a 
significant conflict mainly because the region of Kokang was one of the first 
periphery areas to sign a ceasefire agreement with the central government. 
However, the Tatmadaw and the armed ethnic group in Kokang have been 
intermittently embroiled in military conflict derailing the peace process. The 
Kokang conflict provides a birds-eye view into the larger complexities of the 
overall peace process as it involves the crucial role of China, since it shares 
ethnic linkages with the Kokang region and plays a key role in the overall 
peace negotiations.

stThe research was also timely given that the ongoing peace initiative—21  
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century Panglong Peace Conference, has faced several hurdles with ethnic 
armed organisations (EAOs) backing out of the process due to continued 
armed struggled with the Tatmadaw.

The main objective of the paper is to analyse and asses the role of China as an 
external actor in the transitioning nation-state of Myanmar's peace process, 
which is affected by the centre-periphery conflict. China's role in the Kokang 
conflict will be analysed through the context and process dimensions of the 
conflict. The paper further aims to create a comprehensive conflict map 
assessing the actors involved in the Kokang conflict.

The research used Klieboer's (1996) three frames of conflict analyses context, 
process and outcome to analyse the conflict and China's role in it.

The study largely used a qualitative approach (use of theoretical indicators and 
concepts) but, empirical data gathered from reliable journals were also 
utilized. Conduct of field research in conflict zones particularly, the case 
undertaken, was difficult and thereby, the present study relied on secondary 
sources. While this posed an evident drawback, the abundance of existing 
studies on the abiding influence of China on Tatmadaw and the peace process 
annihilated the drawback. Thereby, the secondary sources on the ethnic 
conflicts in Myanmar were used to analyse China's role in the Kokang conflict. 
Certain interactions with domain experts were also used to examine the 
research objective critically.

The paper's findings were significant as it revealed the origin of the Kokang 
conflict, identified and mapped the major actors at three levels—intra-party, 
inter-party and inter-state, in order to bring out the context dimension of the 
conflict. The paper attempted to link the context dimension to the process 
dimension of the conflict and developed a 'conflict map.' The research findings 
shed light on the role of important mediators, specifically China. 

Keywords: Myanmar/Burma, Tatmadaw, Panglong Peace Initiative, 

                   Myanmar-China
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Over the last years environmental issues have been increasing in Sri Lanka.  
According to the National Hazard Profile of Sri Lanka (2014) natural disasters 
have been transformed to man–made disasters during the last ten years. The 
collapse of Meethotamulla garbage dump tragedy and leakage of Uma Oya 
hydro power generation project are such recent man-made disasters. This 
posed a serious question about the lack of awareness and lack of public 
participation in the decision making process even though the public need to 
play an important role as stakeholders in decision making and public 
participation regarding the environmental matters in a democratic society. In 
that context, the objectives of the study were to measure public attitude 
towards environmental democracy in the country and the level of influence 
between community knowledge, public participation and support towards 
environmental democracy.    
 
According to Worker and de Silva (2006), environmental democracy is 
defined as rights of access to information, public participation and access to 
justice in environmental matters in order   to ensure informed, accountable 
decision making and citizen empowerment. In that sense the co-operation of 
the state, non-state actors and public sector involvement enhances the quality 
of environment democracy in a nation. Environmental democracy involves 
three basic rights that are independently important and operate best in 
combination; to ensure access to information on environmental status and 
problems, to actively participate in decision making and to seek enforcement 
of environmental laws or compensation for damages.

th 
Sri Lanka ranks 66 out of 70 countries in the Environmental Democracy 
survey. It shows that Sri Lanka scored poor on environmental democracy, 
particularly within the participatory and transparency pillars. The index 
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specified that, the public was not granted the right to access to environmental 
information and government authorities do not make environmental 
information available to the public. 

In order to achieve the objectives of this study, the research design utilized an 
online survey and the collection of data was conducted according to the 
descriptive method as recommended by Dilman (2000). The primary data 
from the questionnaire focused on the collection and analysis of numerical 
data. The secondary data was collected from the information obtained from 
journals, newspaper articles, books, and online news sources. The unit of 
analysis was based on 203 questionnaires (Confidential level 99%). Data was 
analyzed using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences16.0 (SPSS). Each 
case was entered into the database after assigning a code and significance for 
all statistical measures were determined at the 0.05 level. The New 
Environmental Paradigm (NEP) was selected for the development of the 
evaluation tool. This instrument was utilized to measure reported reliability 
and validity. The instrument developed in this study consisted of a 
questionnaire using a five point Likert response scale, Yes/No response 
section, and consisted of determining demographic characteristics such as 
age, gender, level of education and employment status. 

The first objective of the study was to analyze public attitude level towards 
environmental democracy in Sri Lanka. The analysis showed a significant 
mean level. Access to environment awareness showed the highest mean score 
(4.93) while public participation in environmental related matters showed the 
second highest mean score (3.80). Access to environmental justice score 
showed a neutral mean score (3.44) in Sri Lanka. These mean scores show that 
Sri Lankan citizens are quite aware of environmental information and matters, 
but there is little tendency among them to get actively involved in 
environmental-related activities. The analysis proved that there is lack of 
access to environmental justice for citizens in Sri Lanka. 

The second objective was to analyze the correlation between communities' 
knowledge, participation and support towards environmental democracy 
among communities in Sri Lanka. It determines that the influence level 
between communities' knowledge, participation and support towards 
environmental democracy is at a significant level with minus correlation 
(0.387 = p<0.5). According to Pearson's correlation coefficient technique, it 
reveals that there was no positive relationship between community knowledge  
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and public participation. In that sense, the study proved that internal factors of 
public knowledge are not a significant influential factor in the public 
participation in Sri Lanka. Hence, it was evident that there are external factors, 
such as, country's political environment, and other demographic factors when 
it comes to the public participation in Sri Lanka. 

The research findings revealed that there was a significant level of attitudes 
toward environmental democracy among the communities with minus 
relationship to community knowledge in the country. Moreover, the study 
indicated that, community's attitude is not only dependent on public 
knowledge regarding the environmental matters, but it also depends on other 
external factors such as social and demographic factors.  

Keywords: Environmental Information, Community Knowledge, 
                   Public Participation,  Decision Making, Justice 
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Since the end of the World War II, there had been an increase of nation-states in 
the world, and these Sovereign states are expected to perform certain basic 
functions for the security and well-being of their citizens. However, since the 
1990's, there has been an increasing concern regarding the probability of the 
failure of the weaker states. 'Failed states' became a vogue term in the 1990's in 
identifying states that have been either marked by violence and/or which were 
unable to deliver basic sovereign duties to their citizens. With the growth of 
literature on the failed states a variety of stereotypical terms such as 'quasi,' 
'weak,' 'fragile,' 'phantom,' and the in more extreme cases 'failed' or 'collapsed' 
have come into existence to identify the states that fail to meet minimal 
standards.

The Copenhagen School believes that the majority of the state failures arise 
from the African continent, thereby creating a security risk to the whole 
continent (Abrahamsen, 2005). Ken Menkhaus (2004) believes that the 
Western World perceive failed states as catalysts of threats for their societies, 
thus manifesting the sense of paranoia within the Western World about failed 
states.

The 9/11 event manifested the relationship between state failure and terrorism 
to the world. The main concern of the international community has been about 
the threats that could emanate to international security from ill-governed 
countries. Studies reveal that terrorists prefer weak, but functioning states to 
failing ones, with regard to proliferation of weapons, such as Moldova, 
Ukraine, Georgia, and those with a stable political order with regard to 
transnational crimes, such as narcotic production, or maritime piracy. 

Failed states are largely recognized to have the effect of 'Conflict Spillover' on 
other states in the region, destabilizing them with violence, economic 
disruption, and refugees. Recent analysis by the World Bank suggests
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 that the average total cost of a failed state to itself and its neighbor amounts to 
a staggering $ 82.4 billion, which amounts to more than the total global 
foreign aid budget of $ 79 billion (Patrick, 2006). Therefore, it is evident that 
the collapse of a single state annihilates an entire year's worldwide official 
development assistance.

The main objective of the paper is to analyse the repercussions caused by 
failed states to the international security from the year 2001 to 2016. The paper 
seeks to identify the notion of security dilemma and the manner in which it 
replicates into the domestic state system and the manner in which the 
individuals in such a society take decisions about their personal security.

The research problem of this study is whether state failure and subsequent 
security dilemma has the capacity to affect regional security.  The study was 
qualitative, and based on secondary data with archival research including 
books, academic magazines, online journals within the period 2000-2018. 

The idea that the South alone is responsible for all international threats is a 
misnomer. Failed State could be looked at from the lens of North- South 
debate angle. There is a necessity to engage in a North South dialogue for the 
sake of clarity pertaining to international law and question of statehood and 
seeking solutions to the problems that exist pertaining to state fragility. At a 
broader level, scholars need to relook into the prospective whether 
Westphalian statehood has reached a dead-end and whether it is time to accept 
a post Westphalian order. And if this is the new order, to explore the 
alternatives. The answers are not easy and it changes the universality of 
acceptance of statehood and brings in the ideas of forming subjective political 
arrangements. The question that remains is: are we as international 
community ready for it?

Keywords: Failed States, International Security, Terrorism, 

                   Security Dilemma
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The composition of external debt in Sri Lanka changed during the last decade, 
further, the portion of foreign commercial borrowings exceeded 50%. In the 
aftermath of Sri Lanka (SL) being upgraded to a middle income country, the 
concessionary borrowings were reduced and the country moved to the 
issuance of sovereign bonds in 2007 to finance public expenditure. In addition 
to that, the government used bilateral loans obtained through export credit at a 
higher interest rate to finance various development projects. Such action has 
led to a significant rise in external debt servicing payments which has resulted 
in creating a debt overhang situation. Adding to that, while debt servicing to 
Gross Domestic Production (GDP) ratio rose, export to GDP ratio declined 
over the last five years, resulting in persistent Balance of Payment (BOP) 
crisis due to the insufficient foreign currency inflows in comparison to foreign 
currency outflows. 

Against this backdrop, the present study intends to examine the role of 
diplomacy in debt restructuring, negotiating with countries and multilateral 
agencies to obtain concessionary loans, obtain support from nations to 
increase exports and foreign direct investment in order to achieve external 
debt sustainability. The study further examines the possible implications of a 
debt crisis and the dynamics of coercive diplomacy in the context of debt crisis 
in Sri Lanka.

Due to the increase of external commercial borrowings at short term maturity 
periods, Sri Lanka faced a debt crisis. Further, there is evidence that certain 
loans were obtained at higher interest rates. Therefore, it can be stated that Sri 
Lanka is currently facing a severe BOP crisis and is in urgent need of 
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negotiating better means of debt restructuring. The recent incident of selling 
assets such as the Hambantota Port to China distinctly indicates the crisis 
faced by Sri Lanka.

Against that background, the objective of the research is to examine the role of 
diplomacy in resolving the external debt crisis of Sri Lanka and establishing 
external debt sustainability.

Under this overarching objective, the paper identifies the recent debt 
dynamics of Sri Lanka, examines the global practices of debt structuring that 
can be adopted by Sri Lanka and identifies the manner in which diplomacy 
could be used to obtain more concessional borrowings on terms and 
conditions that are favourable to Sri Lanka. It especially focuses on the 
manner in which aid from multilateral organizations, can be used for this 
purpose. In addition, the paper identifies that the way in which debts were 
negotiated in the past has caused adverse impacts on the country both 
geopolitically and economically.

The study is predominantly based on reviewing literature pertaining to 
external debt crisis and the involvement of foreign nations and multilateral 
organizations in addressing the crisis. It deeply analyses the practices of 
coercive diplomacy and global practices in resolving debt crisis. Furthermore, 
terms and conditions of the bilateral loans obtained by Sri Lanka, particularly 
from Exim banks which have raised many concerns are reviewed and 
compared with loan agreements entered into by other countries. Further, Key 
Informant Interviews (KII) have been conducted with officials of multilateral 
donor agencies such as the World Bank, Asian Development Bank and 
International Monetary Fund in order to identify their role in the Sri Lankan 
debt crisis.

Keywords: External debt sustainability, Coercive Diplomacy, Debt 
                    Restructuring, Sovereign Debt                  
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The Asian Development Bank notes that Asia is in the midst of a truly historic 
transformation. If it continues to grow on its recent trajectory, it could by 2050, 
account for more than half of global Gross Domestic Product (GDP), trade and 
investment, and enjoy widespread affluence (ADB, 2011). The global power 
order shall once again shift from the West to East, and to Asia, given its 
importance particularly from an economic perspective. In the present context, 
the discussions on Asia have generally been confined predominantly to China 
and India, perhaps also to a certain extent to Japan and South Korea. However, 

stmost studies on 21  Century Asia have failed to capture the significance of an 
emerging powerhouse in Asia which would be a major player in Asia's journey 
to rapid development and prosperity; that is the Association of Southeast 
Asian Nations (ASEAN). In the same report, ADB highlights the importance 
of regional cooperation and regional integration in Asia's march towards 
prosperity. Looking at the current context of international relations, 
regionalism has been identified as one of the most important factors of 
development. As the preeminent regional grouping of Southeast Asia, 
ASEAN serves as a useful proxy for integration and the state of regional 
politics (Wright, 2013). ASEAN has been the only organization constantly 
focused on regional integration (Kurlantzick, 2012). 

Since its inception in 1967, ASEAN has been able to bring political-economic 
stability and security to the region of Southeast Asia. Furthermore, Southeast 
Asia is home for thousands of ethnic and various religious groups.  Thus, 
maintaining relative stability in the region has been vital. From an economic 
perspective, ASEAN remains the third largest economic power in Asia after 
China and India. As a regional entity, it has performed exceptionally well in all 
frontiers. Against this backdrop, this study looks at the role of ASEAN in the 
Asian century.
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This particular study is highly relevant for the fact that, despite many studies 
on other Asian giants, no adequate study has been carried out on ASEAN's role 

st
in the 21  century Asia. The paper looks at the role of ASEAN from two 
different perspectives. Primarily, ASEAN's role in promoting intra-regional 
cooperation in Southeast Asia, and second, its role in strengthening ties with 
the rest of Asia. The role of ASEAN in the Asian Century will be evaluated 
through examining these two aspects.

The study's primary focus is on the economic dimension of cooperation. In the 
present globalized context, economic diplomacy is seen to knit the fabric of 
international relations. Furthermore, at present, power of a country is 
measured not merely by the number of warships and the military it possesses, 
but also along with its economic aspect. Thereby, analyzing the role of 
ASEAN from an economic perspective would give a better understanding of 
the ASEAN's influence on  Asia.

The main objectives of the study include; to examine the role of ASEAN in 
promoting regional cooperation in Southeast Asia and to understand the 
economic importance of ASEAN to the future of Asia.

The study shall attempt to answer the following research questions;

1. What is the role of ASEAN in promoting regional cooperation in 
Southeast Asia?

2. How successful has ASEAN been in strengthening economic ties 
with Asian countries?

Despite the gamut of studies that has been conducted on the Asian Century, 
and the revival of Asia, not much research has been conducted on the 
importance of ASEAN on the Asian Century. Thus, this particular study is 
exploratory. Exploratory studies are particularly useful when not enough 
information is known or even available (Valente, 2016). This research was 
therefore a case study which involved an up-close, in-depth and detailed 
examination of ASEAN and its role in the Asian Century. This study focused 
on the economic aspect of cooperation. Thus, the study inquired into an array 
of information on trade, investment, tourism, etc. The research is based on 
secondary data collected through various sources including books, journals, 
magazines, and annual reports.

st
The role of ASEAN in the 21  century, has been explained under four main 
aspects; namely; geographical location, possession of resources (as a key 
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element of power), its standing as the most successful regional organization in 
Asia, and ASEAN as a power-balancer of Asia. 

According to the findings of the study, the above mentioned facts inevitably 
make ASEAN a crucial player in Asia.  Furthermore, the study also highlights 
the importance of ASEAN playing a more proactive role in promoting inter-
regional cooperation in Asia, which would bring stability to the whole region. 

Keywords: ASEAN, Asian Century, Integration, Economic Cooperation,  

                   Power 
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At present, while socio-political and economic factors dominate inter-State 
dynamics, certain cultural and religious non-state actors are seen to create a 
space for themselves in the international arena. Some of these non-state actors 
seem to be seeking to influence diplomatic agreements, treaties between 
countries, consolidating identity, defining power relations, and establishing 
political and military superiority of one nation over others. History manifest 
that religion, similar to language, has been instrumental in defining nations and 
creating nation-states. It can be arged that even at present, religion continues to 
profoundly impact the internal and foreign policies of nations.

The end of cold war marks a major turning point in the world history. The 
collapse of the Soviet Union offered its leaders an opportunity to establish a 
more liberal and democratic nation. In the midst of chaotic socio-economic 
and political conditions, the search for a new identity was a major question 
before the Russian leaders with the mammoth task of nation-building. It can be 
argued that the Orthodox Church in Russia filled this vacuum. However, once 
the domestic affairs got settled the Russian Orthodox Church is perceived to 
use state apparatuses to spread the notion of Orthodoxy outside Russia. 
Intertwined closely with the new Russian state, Orthodoxy not merely 
determines its socio-economic stance but also posits a unique Christian 
identity before the world.

In the midst of terrorism, insurgencies, religious tensions, socio-economic and 
political crises, the foreign policies of Russia which are influenced by 
Orthodox ideas has become an area of debate and demands contemplation. 
Since, the church and the state share an ambiguous relationship with each 
other, it would not be wrong to assume that the state and church serve each  
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other in a subtle and discreet fashion. In this context, the policies and 
programs designed by state especially the foreign policies has to be 
perceived more than mere treaties and diplomatic measures which are to 
great extent has maneuvered by the interests of Russian Orthodox Church on 
a global level. In the case of Russia, religious institutions can be seen to 
manipulate its foreign affairs not merely for a socio-economic ends but also 
to project their Orthodox identity situated in a unique Russian civilization to 
the world. There are areas where the policies and state apparatuses cannot 
interfere in a global arena; here the church is witnessed rescuing the state in a 
passive way, thereby maintaining an invisible relationship. 

This paper attempts to examine the role that the religious non-state actor, 
Russian Orthodox Church plays in determining Russian foreign policy. In 
analyzing the role of religion manipulating the foreign affairs in Russia, the 
crucial role of political leaders cannot be neglected. The question that needs 
to be contemplated upon is the degree to which these political and religious 
leaders can bend the system for their own advantage. Locating the role of 
religion in the foreign policy broadens up the scope for us to understand the 
fact that the purpose of foreign policies serves beyond their strategic 
objective which needs to be critically examined and understood and cannot 
be marginalized.

Despite of the fact that, constitutionally Russian federation considers itself as 
secular and democratic country, the ambiguous relationship between 
Russian Orthodox Church and state has defied the spirit of democracy and 
secularism. The objective of the paper is to highlight the areas where church 
can be seen interfering with the government's policies not just internally but 
also externally. In assessing the problem the role of state too is examined for 
better understanding of the shared interests. 

Essentially it is a theoretical work which seeks to understand the relation 
between religion and politics, thus it is a qualitative research. Locating the 
role of Russian Orthodox Church in the foreign affairs in Russia brings out a 
comprehensive understanding regarding the intertwined relation between 
religion and politics. The work will be relying on secondary sources, official 
governmental reports and statements. The references will include articles, 
journals and authentic internet links.    

Keywords: Russian Orthodox Church, Religion, Diplomacy, 
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The United Nations Human Development Report (UNHDR) clearly mentions 
that the rights of women and of the female-children are inalienable, integral 
and indivisible. It further highlights the need of full and equal participation of 
women in every segment of the social process without any discrimination or 
without the influence of any sex-gender hierarchies (Rasanayake and 
Kamalrathne, 2013). The legal frameworks of the international system and 
local political space has accepted the normative values of gender equality and 
the need for the eradication of gender-based discrimination. However, most of 
the majoritarian societies faces challenges in applying these legal frameworks 
when addressing the respective political, social and market-oriented interests. 
It can be argued that these actions are driven by political, social and structural 
frameworks which have been accepted by the majoritarian societies in a 
liberal democratic world.

The objective of the paper is to delineate the historical transformation of the 
Indian Tamil society in the upcountry tea plantation under the Sinhala 
majoritarian society and evaluate the manner in which this social 
transformation challenged the majoritarian society in various aspects. Even 
though there has been much literature written on the related events, such as 
British Economic development policies, political transformation in 1948, 
Migration and Labour  Act, Indo-Ceylon Agreement of Stateless People-
1964, Indira- Sirimavo Agreement, many other provisions, and agreements, it 
can be argued that no one placed considerable attention to identify the social 
and political status of Tamil community under the majoritarian Sinhala 
society. 
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Thereby, the existing literature manifests a considerable research gap on the 
manner in which the majoritarian Sinhalese community understood the Indian 
Tamils as a threat to their political, socio-economic predominancy. 

The numbers generate social vicissitudes in a larger context in any given 
society. The majoritarian political leadership instrumentalized a population 
growth in country Sri Lanka by controlling the life, liberty, freedom and 
emancipation of the Indian Origin Tamil Tea Plantation workers to maintain 
the status quo between majority and minority (Bose, 2015). This was executed 
since numbers and population growth inevitably changed the dynamics of the 
social hierarchical positions and power play between the majority and the 
minority. 

In this situation, the Tamil women in the upcountry tea plantations in Sri 
Lanka were subjected to systemic and structural violence due to the Sinhala 
majoritarian statecrafts in the post-independent Sri Lanka. The ethnocentric 
violence directly threatened the human security, survival and personal rights 
of the upcountry Tamil female labour force. Therefore this paper discusses the 
survival of Tamil female plantation labour forces, mainly the security crisis of 
the female reproductive rights under the ethnocentric Sinhala majoritarian 
Society with the theoretical support of the “Fear of Small Numbers” concept 
of Arjun Appadurai. 

The data and information for this particular research have been collected from 
various government records, transcripts, primary and secondary resources 
and existing academic literature. The archival and the existing literature 
provides substantial data to build qualitative arguments and construct strong 
empirical evidence. The theoretical and conceptual background of the paper is 
based on the “Fear of Small Numbers,” a book authored by Arjun Appadurai. 
This manuscript is the primary resource of the conceptual framework. 

The task was to identify the forced sterilization of Indian Origin Tamil Female 
Tea Plantation society in upcountry Sri Lanka. The field research and the data 
collections were led by Sashikumar Balasundaram in 2011 who pointed out 
that the Plantation Human Development Trust was doing forced sterilizations 
among Tamil females in tea plantations without their written consent.The 
research opens discussion on following findings and arguments, the fear of the 
ethnic majority group, government-sponsored sterilization process and other 
selective discriminative policies that have challenged the survival of IOP 
Tamils. Particularly the state, the supposed protector of human rights starts 
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the supposed protector of human rights starts had perpetuated insecurity over 
IOP females in upcountry Sri Lanka. The fear of small numbers had threatned 
the safety of female upcountry Tamils. Thereby, it can be argued that there 
exists a human security threat towards upcountry Tamils in Sri Lanka. The 
research highlights this main argument along with other substantial threats: 
education problems, housing, sanitary and clean air, social security placed 
upon the upcountry Tamils. 

Keywords: Human Security, Upcountry Tamils, Gender, Majoritarian  
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Rehabilitation of the ex-combatants has been an important challenge of the 
post-war reconciliation and re-integration process in Sri Lanka. The aim of 
rehabilitation can be identified as rehabilitation of ex-combatants and 
transforming their minds and behaviors which had been modeled by a war 
background to suit a peaceful environment. In this context, the Sri Lankan 
government established the Bureau of the Commissioner General of 
Rehabilitation (BCGR) to carry out the rehabilitation process through the 
BCGR-managed rehabilitation centers. These centers were named; 
Protective Accommodation and Rehabilitation Centers (PARCs). Malkanthi 
Hettiarachchi, in her report indicates that, a total number of 12,000 ex-LTTE 
Cadres were rehabilitated in these centers. This included 1,823 females, 
8,373 males and 11,596 children under the ages 12-18 which included 9,338 
male children and 2,258 female children (Hettiarachchi, 2014). According to 
the report of Sri Lanka Bureau of the Commissioner General of 
Rehabilitation (2013), “6+1 model” of rehabilitation process consisted of six 
modules :  i )  Educa t ion  i i )  Sp i r i tua l /Re l ig ious /Cul tu re  i i i ) 
Soc i a l /Communi ty /Fami ly  i v )  Psycho log ica l  t he rap i e s  v ) 
Sports/Extracurricular vi) Vocational/Livelihood and Awareness 
Programmes for community. This programme was created according to the 
model of the International Center for Political Violence and Terrorism 
Research in Singapore. The Sri Lankan government used the 4R model of 
Rehabilitation (Rehabilitation, Reintegration, Reinsertion and 
Reconciliation). This is a unique case where Sri Lanka embraced the 
restorative justice model instead of resorting to retributive justice approach. 
Therefore, this research mainly focuses on the rehabilitation process and 
protection of human rights of the ex-LTTE female combatants. 

The main objective of this research was to study the process of rehabilitation  
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in Sri Lanka and to recognize the manners in which Human Rights of the ex- 
LTTE female combatants were protected in social, economic, political and 
cultural spheres of Sri Lanka.

This research adopted the post positivism approach to analyze data and this 
research was based on phenomenological descriptions. The Author also used 
the deductive research method for building arguments. Primary and secondary 
data with qualitative and quantitative approaches were used for the theoretical 
analysis. The data were collected from the Sri Lanka Rehabilitation project, in 
particular from its regular monitoring data and from published and 
unpublished research papers, articles, journals, newspapers, documentary 
videos, books, and internet sites etc. Furthermore, the researcher used 
backdoor approach and verbally administrated questionnaires for collecting 
data. According to the given facts, the researcher mainly used the theory of 
Utilitarianism and concepts such as Restorative justice and DDR process 
(Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration) and UNSCR 1325 and the 
CEDAW Convention to create the theoretical and conceptual framework. 

The project which was conducted by the government, can be identified as ex-
parte rehabilitation and it has a state-centric approach, meaning the 
wrongdoers were punished by the victimized party. But Malkanthi 
Hettiarachchi emphasizes that global rehabilitation has three stages; they are 
developed, developing and less developed rehabilitations. In that case, it can 
be stated that Sri Lanka practiced a classical retributive justice model which 
maintained high standards pertaining to the development process. But there 
were some complications in the outcome of the process such as unnecessary 
government intervention, and lack of resources etc.

This paper hypothesized that the action taken by the government regarding the 
process of rehabilitation of ex-combatants and Protection human rights of 
female ex-combatants was low.  

According to the major findings, the families of the LTTE female ex-
combatants were reluctant to accept them back into their families due to their 
low cast marriages or due to the after-effects of rehabilitations, social stigma 
etc. Therefore it can be argued the LTTE female ex-combatants they seem to 
have been discriminated within their own family, by their own community and 
that these factors have caused security problems. 

Furthermore, it can be argued that the government-led rehabilitation process 
faced problems due to operational issues and interventions of state. It can be  
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argued that high level intervention of the state hindered the process of 
protection of human rights of ex-LTTE female combatants. It can be argued 
that even though it is the duty of the state to safeguard the security of a war-
affected society, to look into the self-development of the ex-combatants and 
secure their future in civil society, the Sri Lankan society still carries a 
stereotypical “Phobia of LTTE ex-combatants.”

It can be argued that the Sri Lankan Government should be moderate and 
flexible with more emphasis on gender based-mechanisms and instruments 
when executing the rehabilitation process.

In conclusion, it can argued, that while, Utilitarianism argues that, punishment 
is necessary to achieve a greater good and that rehabilitation can transform ex-
combatants into a productive law-abiding citizens, in the Sri Lankan context, 
there still remains certain issues regarding the protection of human rights of 
ex-LTTE female combatants in the context of the CEDAW Convention. One 
of these issues is that even though there exists discrimination within the 
communities of the ex-LTTE female combatants' own community, there exists 
no mechanism to address this issue. Thereby, it can be argued that it is vital to 
reengage female ex-combatants and to minimize the risk of them being socio-
economically marginalized and to protect their human rights.

Keywords: Female ex-combatants, Human Rights, Rehabilitation, 

                   Restorative Justice
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It has been nine years since the emergence of Sri Lanka from a nearly thirty-
year prolonged civil strife. Currently the country is in a phase of transitioning 
through mechanisms of Transitional Justice. Transitional Justice (TJ) is rooted 
in accountability and redress for victims through restorative, distributive and 
retributive justice mechanisms. Though TJ has significant momentum as it is 
built on four strong pillars, namely, Truth, Justice, Reparations and Non-
Occurrence, they have not yet been able to bring about an optimistic change to 
the attitudes and behavior of the people.  In the post-war political discourse in 
Sri Lanka, reconciling and peacebuilding attempts are being executed to 
achieve TJ through instruments of good governance. (De Mel and Venugopal, 
2016) Yet, it can be argued that the performance and impact of the instruments 
have not been capable of addressing the causes of the conflict and that it had 
only treated only the symptoms. It is a timely requirement that the country 
changes its agenda and reach a more Transformative process where local 
agencies and resources are emphasized. It can be argued that with the use of 
instruments of TJ, structural causes and horizontal inequalities should be 
treated with a bottom-up approach enabling Transformative Justice. 

Transformative Justice does not seek to dismiss or replace TJ, but to radically 
transform its politics, locus and priorities. Transformative Justice entails a 
shift in focus from the legal to the social and political spheres, and from the 
state and institutions to communities and everyday concerns (Gready and 
Robins, 2014). Transformative justice is not the result of a top-down 
imposition of external legal frameworks or institutional templates, but of a 
more bottom-up understanding and analysis of the lives and needs of 
populations. There are two main limitations faced by contemporary TJ: the 
liberal peace, top-down or state-based responses (Gready and Robins, 2014). 
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Liberal peace is now widely critiqued in transitional settings for handing 
power from one elite to another, and for failing to challenge underlying 
patterns of inequality and exclusion. TJ fits too neatly into this paradigm, most 
notably because it has prioritized civil-political rights, emerging from a 
tradition where acts of violence are considered to have greater importance 
than chronic structural violence and unequal social relations. Contemporary 
TJ discourse too rarely extends to an analysis of the liberal peace that 
ultimately shapes local realities far more than TJ itself. 

The second limitation is that TJ as a global political framework is dominated 
by an elite international professional and donor network rather than locally-
rooted movements. 

On the contrary, Transformative Justice expands on a wider array with hardly 
any notable limitations. It integrates social-political and economic approaches 
that promote social justice, and grassroots mobilizations and demands broad 
participation in setting goals, making tough decisions about prioritization, and 
steering process.

TJ only will not provide Transformative potential for victims. As such, 
Transformative Justice seeks a form of participation that engages with but 
transforms victimhood. Transformative participation should shape all 
elements of the TJ, from problem analysis to evaluation, transforming both the 
people involved and their situation. Hence the best fit would be a hybrid 
system.  

Steps taken by both governments that came in to power since the end of the 
war failed to ascertain accountability and transparency which are main 
concerns of a justice-seeking society. The steps taken appear to have been 
taken for the sake of subsiding the negative concerns of the international 
community and without any inclusivity or aim to actually reconcile the 
communities and navigate the country towards a comprehensive 
development.  These steps do not appear to possess full scope through which a 
wide spectrum in society could be given redress and dignity they deserve and 
prevent the country from relapsing.

Even after nearly a decade since the end of war, the country does not show a 
noteworthy reconciled transition where it has attained socio- economic 
advancement through effective political maneuvering and social integration. 
The country is still vulnerable and consolidated peace is still a far cry
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.Lack of political will to address deep seated structural inflections and re-
structure the society enabling co-existence could be seen as one of the main 
challenges. 

The approaches should be home-grown, domestically implemented, then only 
they would possess the potential to address actual context and include all 
grievances and pave way for redress for all victims. Thus, what the country 
needs is a victim-oriented, context-specific, inclusive and an innovative 
hybrid mechanism.  

In the current post war reconciliation era, for a strong consensus-building on 
theory, policy, or practice there must be more effort to form constructive 
bridges between societal factors. TJ should incorporate Transformative 
Justice adhering to both Retributive and Restorative Justice mechanisms. 
Comprehensive Human Security should be achieved through Transformative 
mechanisms. Social momentum should be kept strong and the window of 
opportunity that Sri Lanka has achieved with the end of war should not be 
unheeded. In conclusion, it is important to note Aldous Huxley's words that, 
“facts do not cease to exist because they are ignored”. Hence not just 
symptoms, but also the causes should be addressed to bring equitable justice 
for all.

Keywords: Post-war Sri Lanka, Transitional Justice, Transformative Justice,

                   Peacebuilding
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The London Stock Exchange is an energetic capital market which pulls in 
issuers from throughout the world, bringing organizations with different 
corporate administration practices and standards into the UK listed 
ecosphere. The overwhelming method of corporate administration of UK 
open organizations has verifiably scattered possession. Be that as it may, 
during the recent decade, the UK Listing administration has wound up 
tending to new administration issues which has emerged at organizations 
with a concentrated ownership structure. Such organizations have normally 
begun from the natural assets/mining segments of different developing 
economies, and at first spoke to speculators because of their solid 
development prospects. Lamentably, a progression of prominent 
embarrassments at Bumi (now renamed Asia Mineral Resources), Eurasian 
Natural Resources Corporation (now de-recorded) and Essar Energy, have 
discolored the notoriety of such foreign listings and drove the UK Listing 
Authority (the Financial Conduct Authority) to present new corporate 
administration guidelines as a major aspect of its Listing Regime for 
organizations with controlling investors (from that point 'The Enhanced 
Listing Regime'). The Enhanced Listing Regime is primarily a measure of 
minority investor assurance. It presents prescriptive corporate 
administration guidelines to ensure protection for minority shareholders in 
block holder-controlled organizations. These gauges are novel in nature, 
contrasted with the corporate administration benchmarks that have been 
created up to this point, in the UK and in other key listing segments. 

Minority shareholder insurances are essential to listing segments, due to the 
significance of lawful and administrative systems in monetary and financial 
advancement. In spite of the fact that the first La Porta et al proposal 
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associating law, has since been condemned for its wide brush approach, 
different methodological insufficiencies and incongruences with 
experimental information, most reporters recognize that 'law matters' to 
certain degrees in various settings. This research paper will utilize three 
fundamenta l  we l l sp r ings  o f  da ta ;  l ib ra ry  resea rch  (books ,
statutes, journals, research papers, and newspaper articles,) the World Wide 
Web and comments by specialists in the subject of research. The examination 
technique embraced comprises of literature review of pertinent segments of 
published articles and books in line with the goals of this research. The 
examination will likewise be founded on a comparative investigation of the 
London Stock Exchange, New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and the Stock 
Exchange of Hong Kong (SEHK). In such manner, the examination 
manifested that investor activism can and in reality leads to not just to 
expanded responsibility in the administration of organizations, but also to 
additionally upgrade the investor esteem. This was exemplified by an 
investigation of the capital markets in the previously mentioned purviews, 
markets which have to a great extent been fruitful in not just affecting change 
in administration and boosting responsibility of executives, but also 
enhancing investor esteem through investor intervention or activism. The 
NYSE and SEHK were picked as relative subjects as they are huge worldwide 
markets for values, though with certain key contrasts. New York and Hong 
Kong are situated inside the Anglo-Saxon legal custom of minority 
shareholder insurance. In any case, the NYSE is a market which, albeit 
predominantly made out of organizations with dispersed possession, likewise 
includes some prominent block-held listed companies which have not, up 
until this point, raised critical worries among the speculation group. 
Interestingly, the SEHK has a considerable extent of blockholder-controlled 
organizations with administration issues that have gone against the LSE. 

Keywords : 
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Syrian crisis has been termed as the worst humanitarian disaster since the end 

of the Cold War. Some of the critical challenges and areas of intervention in 

which the international community had engaged include providing legal, 

physical and psychological protection to the refugee population. In this 

context, unsafe environment had restricted the citizens from obtaining basic 

education, employment for all and access to healthcare. Providing security to 

vulnerable citizens in Syria is a challenge, both within and outside refugee 

camps. Issues such as sexual violence and child marriages are common evils. 

It is obvious that the affected  are  in need of assistance, as financial constraints 

often prevent them from finding adequate housing, forcing them to live in sub-

standard accommodation such as abandoned or unfinished buildings or in 

informal dwellings, which mostly lack adequate access to clean water, 

sanitation, waste management, and electricity. Poor, unsanitary living 

conditions and limited access to basic healthcare services also pose an added 

risk in terms of both preventing and treating epidemics, pose the risk of an 

outbreak of infections and diseases. 

Destruction of economy, termination of manufacturing units, and other 

employment providing forums has led to saturation of job market, leading to 

unemployment along with decreased wages. The consequences of these 

insecure economic conditions are pervasive and include higher risk of debt, 

exploitation of labour, food insecurity, malnutrition, anemia, increased rates 

of child labor, child marriage, inability to afford adequate shelter, healthcare, 

or basic security. These factors have strained the host communities, and some 

host communities had resisted the aid provided to Syrians. Regional and 

international community needs to not just solve the current crisis, but also 

invest in making sure that sustainable system is established. 
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Syrian crisis has indisputable and far-reaching political, social, and economic 
and security implications. It is directly undermining all dimensions of 
theirhuman security, from personal to economic, education, health and food 
security.

In dealing with the Syrian civil war, the international community seems to 
have split the focus between the military, security dimension of the conflict 
and the humanitarian aspect. It can be stated that the regional refugee crisis has 
been largely analyzed through the humanitarian lenses. However, even though 
the humanitarian stance is understandable, this approach has de facto created 
an artificial separation between regional and human security concerns. 

The economic, political and social impact of the ongoing crisis should not be 
seen solely through the humanitarian lenses. Successfully tackling the 
emergency and boosting the long term resilience of both refugee and host 
communities is also a vital strategic priority to prevent the long term 
destabilization and implosion of the entire Levant. The relative lethargy with 
which the international community has reacted to the challenge, reflects a 
fundamental understanding of the nature of crisis, its long-term regional and 
international repercussion in terms of stability and resilience, the precarious 
nature of migration flows, and the European security agenda for Middle East.  

The proposed study intends to analyze the current situation in Syria; the nature 
of a peaceful cry for freedom which has transformed into a devastating civil 
war, with a rising death toll, millions lacking food, water or healthcare, and the 
innocent civilians, who athe people most harmed by the fighting are innocent 

st
civilians. It has resulted in greatest humanitarian emergency of 21  century. 
This is the worst humanitarian crisis of our lifetime and the international 
community cannot continue to turn its back on Syria's refugees. Since the 
uprising began we have documented a horrific war crimes and crimes against 
humanity. All sides in the conflict have killed and tortured captives, and have 
killed civilians through the use of indiscriminate weapons. Families are 
struggling to survive inside Syria, or make a new home in neighboring 
countries. Others are risking their lives on the way to Europe, hoping to find 
acceptance and opportunity. Regional and global response in solving this 
crisis has been very slow and often not enough. We need to create more 
awareness among common people and politicians, to take urgent unified steps 
to solve this crisis as we are supposed to do under obligation of Right to 
Protect.
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Human Development Report of 1994 shed light on the concept of Human 
Security as relatively new area. On the other hand, the new concept of 
security is more people (Human) centric. 

Human security focuses on protection from threat of disease, hunger, 
unemployment, crime, social conflict, political repression and other hazards. 

The objective of this paper is to  understand the implications of the Syrian 
crisis starting from 2011 to present on the aspect of human security within and 
outside Syria. Secondly, to make a comparative analysis of standard of human 
security in pre-conflict Syria and its current situation. Thirdly, to explore the 
best pragmatically possible  solution to solve the crisis and improve human 
security in the region in general and in Syria in particular.

Research pertaining to this paper is done on the basis of primary and 
secondary sources. 

Keywords: Syria, Human Security, Geopolitics, Human Rights, International

                   Security 
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Language can be defined as a means of communication. Due to the multi-
cultural and multi-ethnic nature of the Sri Lankan society, there has been much 
debate and discussion on policies related to the utilization of official languages 
(i.e. Sinhala and Tamil languages) in the public sector. Therefore this paper 
focuses on the importance of integrating and implementing laws in relation to 
an individual's right to language, in order to achieve reconciliation, culture of 
unity, co-existence and peace Sri Lanka. 

As indicated in the Third Chapter of the 1978 Constitution of Sri Lanka under 
the topic of Equality, Article 12 (2) states that 'No citizen shall be 
discriminated against on the grounds of race, religion, language, caste, sex, 
political opinion, place of birth or any one of such grounds.'     

 

Furthermore, Article 4 of the 1978 Constitution states that the official 
thlanguage of the country is Sinhala, whilst the 13  Amendment designates 

Tamil language as an official language, along with the Sinhala language, while 
English is designated as the link language. However, it is uncertain whether 
these official language policies are implemented in practice in the public 
sector. 

Thereby, the objective of this research was to explore issues which hinder the 
implementation of the said policy effectively within government institutions 
in Sri Lanka.   

Two main objectives of this research were to evaluate the manner in which the 
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Official Language Policy is currently implemented within government 
ministries and to identify the current challenges faced in implementing the 
Official Language Policy within government ministries in Sri Lanka.   

The research was based on the questions whether the language policy was 
implemented in all government ministries in Sri Lanka, what challenges were 
faced by the government ministries in implementing the language policy in Sri 
Lanka, and what were the human and physical resources needed for the 
implementation of the official language policy in government ministries in Sri 
Lanka.

In order to gather data relevant to the above questions, the research explored 
four main sections of the Guide Toolkit created by the Ministry of National Co-
existence Dialogue and Official Languages under the topics; Visibility of the 
Implementation of the Official Language Policy, Administration and 
Documentation, Providing Services and Institutional Contribution and 
Support Mechanism    

Qualitative and quantitative methods of research were used to gather 
information and data relevant to the study. Primary data were gathered via a 
survey which was conducted using a structured questionnaire which was 
administered within 50 ministries. Ministers' Secretaries, Additional 
Secretaries, Assistant Secretaries, Directors and Development Officers were 
included in the interviews. Individual data were collected from every division 
of ministries. The Guild Toolkit of the Ministry of National Co-existence 
Dialogue and Official Languages, Circulars, Amendments were used to gather 
secondary data for this research. 

  

Under the key topic of “Visibility of the Implementation of the Official 
Language Policy,” the usage of the official language in Ministry Name boards, 
receptionist services, telephone call operating systems and public 
announcements was assessed. The research findings proved that many 
ministries' receptionist services, telephone calls operating systems and public 
address systems did not adhere to the Official Language Policy.  

Under the key topic of “Administration and documenting” this research

focused on the utilization of the two languages in creating documents,  
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numbers of translators and the nature of human and physical resources who 
work on documentations. Research findings revealed that there was lack of 
translators in the ministries and that documents are not documented according 
to the Official Languages Policy. Most of the documents were done in Sinhala 
and English languages. More than half of the 50 ministries that came under the 
analysis of this study had vacancies for translators.

Under the topic of “providing service” this research assessed the efficiency of 
the ministries in communicating with visitors in all three languages (as 
required) in accordance with the Official Language Policy, the capacity the 
ministries had in responding to letters in two languages (i.e. Sinhalese and 
Tamil), the level of knowledge on the official languages that the officials at 
relevant ministries possessed to work with the public, as well as the extent to 
which the websites of relevant ministries adhered to the Official Language 
Policy. The findings revealed the scarcity of officers capable of 
communicating in all three languages.  

Under “Institutional Contribution and Support Mechanism” section, the 
research assessed the manner in which ministries established language 
planning, seminars and workshops related to the improvement of language 
skills, whether proficient staff was appointed for suitable positions, whether 
the language allowance was given to the relevant staff, and whether reports 
relevant to the allowance were being maintained. The research findings 
manifested that 47 ministries have not designed a language plan, that only one 
ministry has a proper language plan, that only 15 ministries have conducted 
language improvement skills workshops, that relevant reports are maintained 
by only a few ministries only and that websites do not provide information in 
Tamil language. 

It can be concluded that even though the language policy has been introduced 
40 years ago, its implementation is lagging behind. Furthermore, it can be 
argued that as the implementation of the policy is important in order to achieve 
reconciliation and unity within a multi-cultural, multi-ethnic and democratic 
Sri Lanka, it is vital to meet the relevant challenges and implement it. 

Keynote:  Language Rights, Public Sector, Language Policy, Equality   

                 Constitution, 
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